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1 Short Barreled Shotgun-SBS or Short Barreled ___ -SBR
4 (Bartocci) The Black Rifle was first introduced by Colt in
9x19mm as the Colt ___
6 (Iannamico) The parts between the 38/42 and the 38/44 are
totally interchangeable simply by switching the bolt and ___
spring
9 (Dabbs) The term “Whippit” dates back to the American West
and references a short ___ that may be whipped out from
underneath a long coat
11 International Traffic in Arms Regulations (abbr)
12 The oldest firearms company (as well as the oldest familyowned business) in the world, with a startup year of 1526
15 Hold Open Device (abbr)
16 (Ballou) Maxwell B. Atchisson coined the term “___” for a rate
reducing mechanism; a weighted actuator that flitted back and
forth in the butt stock
18 (Vasquez) Measuring a shotgun or rifle barrel length is
complicated because the ___ is an integral part of all, if not
most, shotgun and rifle barrels
19 (Iannamico) One leading cause of suppressor baffle strikes is
a firearm’s barrel that has been ___ incorrectly
21 (Lake) The SOPMOD stock was one of the first collapsible
stocks to include waterproof storage compartments for
batteries, ammunition and ___
23 Armament Research Services (abbr)
25 (Trumble) The AT-4 Launcher projectile is what is referred to
as an 84mm HEAT (High ___ Anti-Tank) round
26 (Ferguson) George Fosbery is credited for one of the most
significant firearms design elements in history; the multilugged rotating bolt with integral ___ extractor and plunger
ejector

2 (Huon) The Clair pistol looks like an old ___ pistol and has no
similarity to a modern pistol
3 (Chiu) Different rifles can give different pupil positions as the
distance between the stock comb and the sight ___, aka Drop
at Comb (DAC), can alter the head position
4 (Choat) The Bren 805 pistol is a ___ stroke pistol driven gun
that features a monolithic upper receiver/forearm with a top
Picatinny rail running its full length
5 (Ferguson) The FG-42 provided the E.M.1 with its “piston
extension” (operating rod) and rotating bolt carrier group with
two-lugged bolt at its ___
7 (Reeves) A critical concept in the proposed transition rules is
the term, “Specially Designed” to designate what parts, ___,
accessories and attachments are subject to either the ITAR or
the EAR
8 (Burgreen) A holster is part of the carry system that includes
weapon, sights, ammunition, training and shooter ___
10 (SAR Staff) A “Frankengun” is a cross between
Frankenstein’s Monster and a ___
13 (Edwards) Of the Soviet TT-33 semi-automatic pistol, the two
“Ts” in “TT” stand for the gun’s designer, Tokarev and the ___
arsenal
14 (Volk) AlphaWolf Pistol Caliber 45ACP Carbine is twice as
long as the Grease Gun with a ___ breech, gas-piston design
17 (Bruce) The MAT 49’s bolt rides around a single rod anchored
fore and aft at the top of the ___
20 (Martens) The Borchardt rifle magazine catch at the front of
the magazine housing is U-shaped with two ___ on either side
of the magazine
22 AlphaWolf Pistol Caliber Carbine (abbr)
24 (Dabbs) The term that has been associated with ___ guns for
decades is "stinger"

